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What’s Happening to Adelaide’s Trees? was launched in June 2020 following mounting community concern
about the escalating destruction of Adelaide’s trees on public and private land.
In response, politicians, local councils, for-purpose organisations and community action groups have asked for
specific actions that could turn this around.

We have collaborated with a wide range of stakeholders,
including developers, conservation groups, ecologists,
homeowners concerned about managing big trees, arborists
and councils to develop our recommended actions.

Our recommended practical solutions aim to balance the
current tensions between our planning system and the
community’s need for a green liveable city; including:

There was general agreement that:
•

•

Trees are under threat in our city – Greater Adelaide is losing
a phenomenal number of trees - about 75,000 trees per
annum. If this continues, there is no hope of reaching
Adelaide’s goal of becoming ‘a green liveable city’.
Urban infill is necessary – but careful design and ‘smart’
infill to maximise the retention of existing trees and retain
the benefits offered by mature trees rather than the small
shrubs or immature trees often favoured in new
developments is possible.

•

Trees can sometimes create challenges for homeowners,
but the benefits to the householder and the wider
community outweigh these, and

•

Convoluted regulations and associated processes have
perpetuated the myth that trees are too hard to maintain or
retain.

•

Support for retaining tree canopy on private land that
accounts for 80% of metropolitan Adelaide.

•

Clearer rules and simpler and quicker processes in councils
and government for homeowners and developers.

•

Help for tree owners who, as custodians, currently bear all
the cost and risk while nearby properties share in the
aesthetic and cooling benefits, and

•

Developing awareness that when a large mature tree is
removed, its benefits are gone forever.

Our aim is to ensure that Adelaide is climate change resilient
and will meet the South Australian Government’s 2045 green
canopy targets1, while enabling smart infill development which
sustains and extends our mature tree canopy.
Adelaide needs a bolder vision to integrate our planning system
with the preservation of our big trees and the tree canopy they
create. Visionaries in the past have done this. Now it’s our turn
to meet this challenge on behalf of future generations.

One major point of agreement is that the current regulated and
significant tree regulations are not working to protect our large
trees or prevent unnecessary removals.

It’s time to value and protect our trees as a public asset for the
benefit of all.
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“There is perhaps nothing which gives so much
pleasure to people residing in towns and cities as trees
planted along the streets and other thoroughfares.
The shade received from them makes the walks cool,
and the bright glare which is so trying to the eyes is
mellowed down to such a degree that walking in the
busy streets in the noon-day heat becomes bearable
and even pleasant, to all.
Moreover, the effect of having the thoroughfares of our
cities lined with arboreous growths would be to purify
and regulate the condition of the air, and thus make it
suitable for the healthy residence of the people.
Trees are very searching and wonderful scavengers, and
their leaves so act upon and assimilate deleterious gases
arising from the gregarious habits of men, that many
epidemic diseases consequent upon atmosphere
disturbances are frequently prevented by them.”
5

John Ednie Brown, Conservator of Forests, 1881 2
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legacy
The early South Australian colonists arrived on land that has been
described as a Garden of Eden and a paradise on earth.

The plantings started slowly in the 1880s under the conservator
for forests and Adelaide’s first town planner. Petzer – the new
Adelaide city horticulturalist – devoted the next 30 years to
systematically lining every thoroughfare with a range of large and
stately trees, and promoted backyard plantings through public
arbor days.” 4

The Adelaide Plains, stretching 80 kilometres from Gawler in the
north to Sellicks Beach in the south was historically known to have
had the richest source of biodiversity in South Australia, certainly in
Australia and possibly the world.3
This was land nurtured by the Kaurna people for tens of thousands
of years. But this paradise was slowly destroyed... before it was
rebuilt again.

Once again, we have a chance to turn around our tree loss.
Action now will lay the foundation for the future. We want to
leave a legacy for future generations to reap the benefits of a
green, liveable city resilient to the effects of climate change.

“By the late 1870s, virtually all our native open woodland had been
cleared. In 1870, the metropolitan area of Adelaide was virtually a
treeless plan. By 1930, it was the largest forest in the state.

Everyone – individuals, community groups, developers, local
councils and State Government – has a role to play by retaining,
planting and maintaining trees on private and public land.
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GOING...
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GONE.

Ten ancient remnant Mallee Box trees
have already been removed at the
Springwood development east of
Gawler – with more at risk.

“The Mallee Box trees, east of Gawler, are
hundreds to thousands of years old.”

99

Craig Nitschke
School of Ecosystems and Forest Sciences
University of Melbourne 5

priority 1

protect the urban forest,
simplify the regulations
South Australia’s regulated and significant tree laws have become overly complex
and are no longer fit for purpose.
Many of the changes made to the Regulations in 2011 have had unintended and
negative consequences – preventing development, causing unnecessary tree
removals and increasing bushfire risk.
Regulation exemptions allow for the indiscriminate removal of large trees and
undermine the urban green canopy targets in the 30-Year Plan for Greater
Adelaide.
The original intention of the legislation has been lost through myriad exemptions
that make it impossible for the average resident to work out if they can legally
remove a tree or not.
Governments must lead by example to encourage homeowners to appreciate
the benefits that trees bring to all of us. In particular, government infrastructure
projects leading to the removal of many large trees need to be more transparent
and include broad public consultation.
Community consultation on the recently introduced Planning and Design Code
highlighted substantial concern over the loss of large trees in our suburbs.
We have a once-in-a-generation opportunity to return the Regulations to reflect
the original intention of the regulated tree laws.
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priority 2

streamline planning processes
and decision-making
South Australia’s regulated and significant tree laws were written at a time when
the majority of homes had large backyards.
The necessary push for urban infill has resulted not only in an increasing number
of large trees being removed, but also in homeowners becoming concerned about
living closer to large trees than ever before, consequently putting significant pressure on our urban tree canopy.
Disappointingly, many homeowners see the application process to remove a
large tree as being covered in unnecessary red tape. On the other hand, the
unexplained removal of large trees, and lack of consultation, throughout our
suburbs creates considerable angst between neighbours, impacting social
cohesion.
The Regulations and standard processes must be updated to reflect current
planning policy and community expectations.
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priority 2, cont.
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priority 2, cont.
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priority 3

support homeowners and
engage community
This will come as a surprise to many of us, but Adelaide has some of the lowest
levels of tree canopy cover of any major city in Australia.
Despite the critical role they play in cooling our cities, large trees are often seen as
a burden.
While there is much evidence to show that everyone benefits both physically and
mentally from having large trees in our suburbs, the private landowner is left with
all the costs associated with maintaining the tree.
For our canopy cover to grow, public perceptions around large trees need to
change, and homeowners must be supported in retaining them.
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“A society grows great when old
people plant trees in whose shade
they know they will never sit.”
Greek proverb
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How can you help?
To turn the tide, we need everyone – homeowners, developers,
arborists and decision-makers – to stand up for our precious trees.
Use this report to talk to your local Member of Parliament and
local government councillors and explain how much trees mean to you
(if you would like a hard copy of this report, please get in touch via our website).
Talk to your neighbours and make sure your street supports its trees.
Write to your local paper, share your thoughts on social media or call talkback radio.
Get involved with the Conservation SA’s Protect our Trees campaign.

Visit conservationsa.org.au/trees for more information

